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the complete inability of its own regime to subsist that had shat-
tered its confidence. When it recovered itself sufficiently to re-
organize itself after the armistice in a form compatible with the
new regime, there hung over it the double responsibility of failure
and abdication, and the elections to the Assembly had been a
very accurate estimate of the real numerical strength of the class
which had been so long the scarcely challenged masters of Germany.
In the land which it actually had governed and on the whole had
governed well, it was no small ordeal to have to admit that it was
only a small and ineffective political party. But the shock was
purely a nervous shock. It was not moral and it could not be
intellectual, and so it was easy for it with the splendid perverted
logic of the privileged to convince itself that it was Germany
which had failed and fallen, not itself which had kept and would
keep faith. What had triumphed were the "anti-national" forces;
it was the plain duty of the "national" party to see that their
triumph was short-lived.
The curious thing, inexplicable in itself though it explains so
much, was that its adversaries did so little to disprove, much less
contest, its claim. There is no trace in the German revolution of
any "death to the aristo" spirit; even the proletariat in Germany
possessed the historic sense and let it conquer political reason,
There was nothing snobbish about that sense; it was inherent
and barely comprehended; it showed itself in a genuine national
pride in the historic German names, a pride that sometimes creeps
comically out of official maledictions. Germany never denied that
within her realm there was a class that was apart and exclusive;
without that sense that was supreme in Germany, it would have
been beyond the power even of Ebert's bourgeois conservatism
to have saved the nobility; as it was, the German "revolution'*
was the one revolution from which there was no emigration, The
Right, once the storm passed, found itself intact, privileges and
all, save the one precious privilege of ruling the state.
Its one aim was to reassert that privilege. A good deal of con-
fusion, mainly created by those who mistook transient phenomena
for historic realities, was caused by representing the Nationalists
as a monarchist party. The Nationalist party in history never was

